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I. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The overall objective of this research has been to develop a better

understanding of the structure and high temperature mechanical properties

of oxide dispersion strengthened metals. In this report we describe same

of the progress we have made during the past year.

Our work on the superplastic properties of ultra-f ine-grained ODS

alloys was completed during the past year. This work was highlighted in our

last Interim Progress Report and is described in a forthcoming publication.

Thus, it will not be described in this report. It may be of interest to

note that J. K. Gregory's Ph.D. dissertation on this subject has been used

by INCO to guide the development of a die forging process for ODS superalloys.

Much of our work during the past year has focused on the high

temperature creep and fracture properties of coarse grained MA 754. This

alloy is currently being used in gas turbine engines and its mechanical

properties at very high temperatures are of great interest. We have conducted

constant stress creep tests at temperatures ranging from 1000 to 1200*C at

strain rates as low as 10~ -l This study has revealed a new mechanism of

creep and fracture at very low stresses and strain rates. This process

involves cavitation of transverse grain boundaries and leads to inter-

granular fracture. The creep rates in this low stress regime are greater, by

many orders of magnitude, than the expected creep rates based on extrapolation

of high stress data. This observation is significant because it indicates

that this alloy is not nearly as creep resistant at very high temperatures

and low stresses as might be expected from other data. Our study of two

qpp different heats of MA 754 suggests that the low stress creep process can be

influenced by the grain morphology. This, in turn, may provide a means for
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for controlling this low stress creep process.

The results obtained during the past year were made possible

by the development and use of several different new experimental techniques.

A special tantalum extensometer installed in the high temperature creep

-9 -l
apparatus permitted the measurement of strain rates below 10 s . The

low stress creep regime could not have been studied without this equipment.

In addition, we made use of the technique of small angle x-ray scattering

to determine, for the first time, the distribution of dispersoid sizes in

MA 754. This has permitted us to understand the difference in strength

properties of the two heats. Also, newly developed pole figure facilities

at Stanford were used to fully document the crystallographic texture of the

two heats of MA 754.

Our study of the structure and mechanical properties of Al-Fe-Ce

alloys has continued during the past year. We have compared the high

temperature flow properties of this alloy with those for ODS - Al made by

mechanical alloying. At temperatures below 400C the Al-Fe-Ce is substantially

stronger than the ODS-Al. The higher volume fraction of dispersoid in the

Al-Fe-Ce is responsible for this difference. However, at 5000C the Al-Fe-Ce

alloy loses much of its strength compared to ODS-Al. This loss of strength

is not due to coarsening of the microstructure as annealing the alloy at

500C for long periods of time does not reduce its strength at lower

temperatures. These results indicate that oxide strengthening is superior to

strengthening by intermetallic phases at very high temperatures. It suggests

that the high temperature mechanical properties of Al-Fe-Ce alloys might be

improved significantly by mechanical alloying.

C'4'-e
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Our work on the flow properties of ultra-fine grained ODS alloys

has raised fundamental questions about the nature of superplastic flow

In particular, our studies have shown an extended regime of deformation

at strain rates less than the optimum strain rate for superplasticity.

Diffusional creep appears to be inhibited in this regime for reasons that

are still unknown. Our understanding of this problem and of superplasticity

in general is reviewed in a recent paper on this subject; this appears as

an Appendix in this report.
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A. High Temperature Creep of Coarse Grained IA 754

Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) nickel based alloys

owe their high temperature strength to the presence of inert

oxide particles, which inhibit dislocation motion. A second

requirement for optimizing creep resistance is an elongated

grain structure. In mechanically alloyed ODS alloys such as

MA 754, a coarse, elongated grain structure can be formed by

extensive thermomechanical processing. During the past year

we have investigated the effect of variation in grain

structure on the creep properties of MA 754 at 10006C and

above. A dramatic change in the stress exponent at low

applied stresses is observed as the grain morphology is

changed.

1. Variations ina Grain norphology

The overall grain morphologies of the two MA 754 heats

investigated are shown in Figure 1. Heat 1, Figure 1(a),

consists of coarse, fiber-shaped grains of relatively

uniform size. The longitudinal and transverse grain

boundaries in this heat are fairly smooth. In contrast, the

grain morphology of Heat 2, Figure 1(b), consists of a

duplex grain structure: coarse, recrystallized grains are

' , . -... ; ,-. "-C- .. -.- '-' - " '-'. ' .-- C.'-.. . '.' . . . . . .,. ..... ".'.. .. .- . -.-
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found, along with pockets of fine, equiaxed grains in the

size range of 5-20 tim. These fine, equiaxed grains occupy

approximately 2% areal fraction in the extrusion plane.

Close inspection of Figure 1(a) also reveals some fine

equiaxed grains in Heat 1, but they are isolated grains and

approximately 1/10 the areal fraction found in Heat 2. The

grain aspect ratios (GAR's) were measured for Heats I and 2

by means of a line intercept technique: the GAR's are 7.2

and 5.9, respectively. The measured intercepts are

summarized in Table I. It should be emphasized that the

sampling method used to determine the intercepts leads to an

intercept length in the longitudinal direction which counts

very few equiaxed grains.

Pole figures of the two heats have been generated in

reflection and are shown in figures 2 and 3. Both heats'

pole figures indicate a strong (110)<001> "cube on edge"

texture. Both Figures 2(d) and 3(d) indicate that the

longitudinal direction is within 6 degrees of <001> in both

heats. Comparison of figures 2(b) and 3(b) indicate that

there is a slightly larger deviation of extrusion plane

normals from <110> in Heat 2. This macroscopic observation

of a stronger (110) texture in Heat 1 is supported by

selected area diffraction in the electron microscope: Heat

1 specimens cut from the extrusion plane contain grains

which are extremely close to the (110) zone axis. Most of

the grains from extrusion plane specimens of Heat 2 are

close to the (110) zone axis, but a few are observed to be
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TABLE I: Calculation of Grain Aspect Ratio for Coarse-Grained

MA 754

Intercept Length, pm

Longitudinal Long Short GAR
Transverse Transverse

Heat 1 714 131 75 7.2

Heat 2 550 156 56 5.9

Measurement does not include fine pockets of equiaxed grains found in

-6

% ... .. . . . . . ..
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closer to the (013) zone axis. The fine, equiaxed grains in

Heat 2 are expected to have random orientation - they occupy

such a small volume fraction that a macroscopic pole figure

* .i experiment cannot reveal their texture.

. Creep Testing of 754

The fabrication and installation of a Tantalum

extensometer during the last year has allow us to extend

-10 -I
our strain rate measurements to as low as 10 (sec )

without the need for temperature-cot- ,sating the

displacement data. This capability has proven essential for

measuring stress exponents at the lower stresses where

cavitation occurs.

The constant stress-minimum strain rate data for the pure

fiber (Heat 1) grain morphology at 1200 0 C is shown in Figure

4(a). At high stresses, a stress exponent of 46 is

measured, and fracture is transgranular. At stresses below

103 IPa the stress exponent, n, abruptly decreases to a

value of 5 and intergranular fracture is observed. The

<001> single crystal TD NiCr data of Lund (1) is shown for

comparison in Figure 4(a). The n value measured for MA 754

is approximately equal to that of single crystal TD NiCr -

implying that the high stress regime in MA 754 is basically

single crystal behavior. At the high strain rates

dislocation creep proceeds within the grains, and there is

insufficient time for cavitation to take place.

,. .-. ', . '..% . .' .' a . .,".",,. y" , + • -. ,.,..' + - -
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The minimum strain rate-stress data for the duplex grain I
morphology (Heat 2) at 1200 C is shown in Figure 4(b). The

data lines for Heat 1 are included in this figure for

comparison. As with the pure fiber morphology, two stress

exponent regimes are observed. At the high stresses, a

stress exponent of 35 is measured, while at lower stresses

an n value of 2 is found. Note that in contrast to the pure

fiber grain morphology, the transition in stress exponents

is quite gradual. At the highest stresses, Nonkman-Grant

-2
constants, C MG of 2.4x10 are measured, and CG

-3

decreases to approximately 5.x10 at the lower

stresses. This decline in C is indicative of aM-G

transition from transgranular to intergranular fracture, and

is identical in behavior with the trends observed in the

pure fiber grain morphology.

The 1093 °C minimum strain rate-stress data is shown in

Figure 5. Figure 5(a) indicates that the pure fiber

morphology has an n value of 42 at high sresses and n

declines to 16 at stresses below 122 MPa. As at 1200 0 C, the

high stress exponent regime is similar to single crystal

behavior with transgranular fracture, while cavitation and

intergranular fracture is observed in the low stress regime.

Figure 5(b) shows the data for the duplex grain morphology

at 1093 C: again, two distinct deformation regions are

observed. It is important to note that the n value for the

duplex grain morphology is equal to 2 at both 1200 °C and

1093 0 C. By comparison, the low stress n for the pure fiber

. . . .I
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morphology is only 5 at 1200 C, but increases to 16 at 1093

0C. Note that below 90 MPa the pure fiber grain morphology

has a slower strain rate than the duplex grain morphology,

whereas the duplex grain morphology is stronger above 90

IlPa. This implies that the cavitation rate is a much

stronger function of stress for the pure fiber grain

.4' morphology; while cavitation in the duplex grain morphology
%4.

has a weaker stress dependence and is thus more cavitation

resistant in the stress range from 90 MPa up to about 128

Mpa.

The creep data at 1000 0 C, shown in Figure 6, is very

similar to the 1093 *C data in overall behavior. The n

values for the pure fiber mophology, shown in Figure 6(a),

are 40 and 14 at the high and low stresses, respectively.

As at the higher temperatures, transgranular fracture is

observed at the higher stresses, while cavitation and

subsequent intergranular fracture is observed at the low

stresses. The <001> single crystal TD NiCr data of Lund (1)

in Figure 6(a) again indicate that the high stress regime is

basically single crystal behavior. For the duplex grain

morphology, shown in Figure 6(b), only one stress exponent,

n=30, is measured. It is suspected that the low stress

-10
exponent regime will be reached at strain rates in the 10

-1
(sec ) range.

1- !iLgh a.tregs Exponent Regime.

4 N:.:...-.. . 4 4 . . . . . .
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Inspection of Figures 4,5, and 6 shows that Heat 2 is

significantly stronger than Heat 1 at the high stresses

where dislocation creep is proceeding within the grains and

fracture is transgranular. In Table II we have listed the

stress necessary to generate a minimum strain rate of 10

(sec ) as a function of temperature for both heats, and it

can be seen that Heat 2 is stronger than Heat 1 by

differences of 14, 23 and 24 X in stress at 1200, 1093 and

10000C respectively. Since the deformation behavior in this

-' regime is similar to single crystal behavior, it is thus

expected that the Orowan stress,

0.84 pb
Orowan = L

wherep is the shear modulus, b is the burgers vector of the

dislocation, and U is the average planar dispersoid

separation distance, should apply. Since Heat 2 exhibits

higher strength in the single crystal regime, L in Heat 2

should be smaller than in Heat 1.

The average planar dispersoid separation distance, t;, can

be calculated for an ODS alloy if one can measure the size

distribution and volume fraction of dispersoids. Thus, L is

given by the following relations (2):

L• d 2r
av

d 8

3 f/ r2Svi

," -..• .- 4..



TABLE Il. High Stress Regime, MA 754 Strength Differences

-5 -1
Stress to Generate =1 x 10 (sec)

MIN

Temperature Heat 1 Heat 2 % Difference

12000C 108 MPa 123 NPa 14%

10930C 130 M~a 160 MPa 23%

100000 152 MPa 188 MPa 24%

.A
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where r is the average dispersoid diameter, d is the meanav

planar center to center dispersoid spacing, f is the volume1

fraction of the i size class of particles with an average

radius r.vi Thus, fi, rav , and rvi are obtained from a

measurement of the dispersoid size distribution and volume

fraction of dispersoids in a given ODS alloy.

Previous investigations of creep in ODS alloys have

relied upon electron microscopy to measure the particle size

distribution and chemical analysis to obtain the dispersoid

- - volume fraction. A major problem with such TEll

.-. , investigations is that a small volume is sampled and only

3
about 10 diameters are measured to give the size

distribution. During the past year we have performed a

series of Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) experiments in

collaboration with Dr. Steven Spooner of Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in order to determine dispersoid size

distributions in hA 754. The major advantage of the SAXS

technique is that the volumes sampled are about 106 times

larger than in the TEMl experiment - each SAXS scattering

9
spectrum contains size information from approximately 10

particles. A particle of a given radius r scatters with a

characteristic intensity as a function of angle (I(r,O)),

therefore, the scattering spectrum is treated as the

superposition of scattering from individual particles.

Dispersoid size distributions are then extracted by two

different methods. The simplest method consists of

calculating the log-normal distribution parameters from the

-- ~~-2 -I. .
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scattering data using a method based on the analysis of

Harkness, et. al. (3). The second method - which does not

assume a functional form of the distribution - consists of

an integral transform technique first used by Brill, et.

al. (4).

Preliminary results of the two methods to extract

dispersoid size distributions from the scattering spectra

indicate that the value of L is approximately 25% smaller in

Heat 2 than Heat 1. This agrees well with the observed

differece in creep strength at high stresses observed in the

two heats. These results confirm that the high stress

exponent regime for MA 754 is single crystal behavior, ie,

the difference in strength depends upon the average spacing

of dislocation obstacles. A companion TEN investigation of

dispersoid size distributions is nearing completion, and we

F. will then be able to compare the results of two independent

methods of determining dispersoid size distributions and

volume fractions in ODS alloys.

--- . ow Stress Exponent R egime.

The stress exponents measured for the two different heats

of NA 754 at low stresses are observed to be quite

different. The n values for Heat 1 were found to be 5, 16
o

and 14 for 1200, 1093 and 1000 C respectively, while n

values of 2 were measured at 1200 and 1000 C for Heat 2.

These results suggest that the processes governing creep

deformation behavior at low stresses in MA 754 depend

V ft V...



strongly on the grain morphology. Thus, Heat I with a pure

fiber grain morphology exhibits n values significantly

*higher than Heat 2 with a duplex grain morphology. it

should be noted that the difference in GAR between these two

heats cannot explain the large dixference in measured stress

* exponents.

It is essential that any deformation model of low strain

rate creep behavior of MA 754 account for the observed

cavitation of the transverse grain boundaries. As described

in the previous progress report, during the course of low

strain rate creep in MA 754 cavities are observed on the

transverse grain boundaries and intergranular fracture

occurs by means of their subsequent growth and interlinkage.

*We have observed small, dispersoid-free zone formation

adjacent to these cavities. suggesting that these cavities

grow by means of plating metal atoms onto the adjacent grain

boundary regions. Since compatibility with adjoining grains

must be maintained during this cavity growth, it is apparent

that the growth of these cavities is constrained by either

the deformation or relative motion of adjoining grains.

As the transverse grain boundary cavities grow, their

6 ability to sustain normal tractions is diminished, and load

is shed onto adjacent grains. This load shedding gradually

increases the stress within the adjacent grains, where

* deformation is governed by the high stress exponent (n=40),

single crystal behavior. For a given applied stress, there
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is a critical amount of load shedding which can take place

beore dislocation creep in adjoining grains becomes very

rapid. once this point is reached fracture proceeds very

quickly.

The deformation process which constrains the cavity

growth in MA 754 determines the value of n at low stresses.

It appears that in the case of the duplex grain morphology

encountered in Heat 2, the presence of pockets of fine

grains in the longitudinal grain boundaries allows for

relative motion of adjoining large grains to occur by mean~s

of grain boundary sliding of the fine grains. This accounts

for stress exponent values of 2 measured for Heat 2 at 1093

and 1200 C. On the other hand, in Heat I no pockets of fine

grains are found. Cavitation in this case must be

* - constrained by the power law creep of the adjoining grains.

* This leads to the high stress exponents measured in Heat 1.

The concept of constrained cavity growth was first

proposed by Dyson (5) in an attempt to model the cavitation

process in engineering alloys where cavities are found on

isolated grain boundary facets. A subsequent analysis by

Raj and Ghosh (6) has modeled the case of cavity growth

constrained by power law creep of adjoining grains. In the

near future. we will apply the analysis of Raj and Ghosh to

the case of constrained cavity growth in Heat 1 where power

07 law creep of adjacent grains apparently compensates for the

grain boundary separation caused by cavity growth. We will
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then consider the appropriate case for Heat 2, ie,

constrained cavity growth compensated by grain boundary

sliding of pockets of fine grains.

I

..................................................
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B. Structure and Properties of Al-Fe-Ce Alloys

1. Compression Tests of Rapidly Solidified Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce

During the past year, we have initiated a study of the high temperature

flow properties of Al-Fe-Ce alloys. Specifically, the material

currently under investigation is an extrusion of rapidly solidified

Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce. Constant true strain compression tests have been

performed on this material using our recently installed Instron

electro-mechanical testing machine in conjunction with a Hewlett-Packard

4' 3054A data acquisition and control system. Compression tests have

been conducted at temperatures ranging from 523 to 773 K and at strain

.rates varying from 10 to 10 s . It should be noted that prior

• 'to testing, each sample was subjected to a one hour stabilizing

treatment at 650 K.

* .*

The results of the constant true strain rate compression tests

are shown in Figure 7. From this figure it is readily apparent that

-" rapidly solidified AI-8.OFe-3.4Ce is considerably stronger than

, oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) aluminum over a fairly wide range

of temperatures and strain rates. In addition Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce, at

temperatures below 623 K, exhibits a fairly large stress exponent,

on the order of 8 to 24. Unfortunately however Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce, unlike

ODS aluminum, undergoes considerable softening when tested at high

temperatures and/or low strain rates. As can be seen in Figure 7,

- -1
Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce tested at 773 K and at a strain rate of 10- s is

noticeably softer than similarly tested ODS aluminum. It is interesting

to note that this softening behavior is not simply a result of particle

coarsening due to long time elevated temperature exp ure.- From Figure 7

• .i " % .-' ,' . ,." o , % , , .. ," . " .' .. % . -' .' .. . '. '. '. ", . " , - • - , . ." . . ,. .. .. ,- , , ." .- . ", " - . " ,'7-
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Figure 7: Temperature compensated steady state strain rate versus modulus compensated

steady state stress for Al-8.0 Fe-3.4 Ce. Filled symbol indicates sample

was aged 7 hrs at 773K prior to testing. D.S. aluminum data is

included for comparison (Ref. 1).
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it can be seen that aging at 773 K for seven hours prior to testing

, i0-4 -l
at 573 K and at a strain rate of 10 s is able to produce significant

softening in Al-8.OFe-3.4Ce. Thus the loss of strength observed in

the specimen tested at 773 K must be related to a change in deformation

behavior at this temperature and strain rate.

2. TEM Investigation

A number of tested as well as untested samples of 'j-8.0Fe-3.4Ce

have been examined via transmission electron microscopy. As expected,

the grain size is quite fine, approximately 5 pm. A large volume fraction

of second phase particles are present, however as shown in Figure 8,

these particles are heterogeneously distributed throughout the matrix.

Below 623 K, no variation in particle size and/or distribution is

observed as a result of testing. As can be seen in Figure 9 the major

microstructural change resulting from testing below 623 K is the

development of subgrains within regions of low particle density.

3. Future Work

Additional compression tests are needed to fully document the

-..- , unusual reduction in strength associated with testing at elevated

temperatures and/or low strain rates. Furthermore, in order to develop

an understanding of this behavior, TEM should be used to compare the

microstructure of high temperature tested specimens with the microstructure

of untested samples of similar thermal history.

During the past year, preliminary attempts to identify second

phase particles within the Al-Fe-Ce alloy have been made via combined

i -% *-. . . , A-, : - :... . S.,.,.. X . . .. . . . . - .~*. .. - -
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Figure 9: TEM micrograph of A1-8.O Fe-3.4 Ce specimen tested at

573K arnd at a strain rate of 10~ s. 26% strain.
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STEM/EDAX techniques. Unfortunately, problems with secondary X-ray

flourescence have shown that extraction of particles from the matrix

will be required prior to particle identification by energy dispersive

X-ray analysis. At this point, our attempts at particle extraction

have been unsuccessful however, work is continuing in this area.

Ji' .
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j. ON SOME FLNDAfENTAL ASPECrS OF SUPERPLASTIC FLOW

The principal facts relating to superplastic found. In the present paper we review some of
flow are reviewed in an effort to determine the evidence that exists regarding the mechan-

the controlling mechanism. The evidence for ism(s) of superplasticity in an effort to find
grain switching as a flow mechanism is question- the controlling mechanism. The viewpoint ex-
ed and the associated analysis given by Ashby pressed in this paper is but one of several

and Verrall is criticized. It is argued that different approaches to superplasticity. Some

grain boundary diffusional processes invariably comments and criticisms of other cc. :eptions of

lead to Coble creep and that grain switching, if superplasticity are given but no attempt is made

it does occur, involves extensive grain bound- to evaluate all of the other models in a compre-

ary migration. The observations of grain rota- hensive way.
tion and changes in crystallographic texture We begin the paper with. a brief review of

during superplastic flow are analyzed and it is some of the basic characteristics of superplas-
concluded that slip must occur in some of the tic flow. This is followed by a description of
grains when grain rotations occur. This leads other characteristics which have been widely re-

to the conclusion that superplasticity cannot ported but which have not been decisive factors

be a purely diffusional process. The sigmoidal in determining the controlling mechanism. The

- stress-strain rate relation found for most sup- evidence for grain switching as a deformation

erplastic materials is taken as evidence that a mechanism is questioned and the diffusional
separate mechanism for superplastic flow does analysis of that process is criticized. Special

exist and that the high strain rate sensitivi- attention Is given to grain rotation and the

ties and high ductilities associated with sup- role that slip plays in that process. The rheo-
erplasticity are caused by transitions in flow logical properties of superplastic materials are

behavior involving slip and diffusion. The reviewed in an effort to determine if a dis-
model of Ghosh and Raj is presented as the most tinct mechanism of superplasticity exists. This

attractive description of superplastic flow, but discussion emphasizes the sigmoidal stress-strain

the absence of diffusional creep at low stresses rate relationship found for these materials.

and strain rates remains unexplained. Finally, a transitional model of superplasticity

involving both slip and diffusion is described.

The predictions of the model are compared with

ECtexperiment and some limitations of the model are".'. ' EXTENSIVE RESEA RCH ON superplastictty over the ctd

past 15 years has transformed what was once a cited.

*curious, if not mysterious, phenomenon into a
mature subject in mechanical metallurgy. This CHARACTERISTICS OF SUI'ERPLASTICITY
knowledge in turn has led to a tremendous In-

crease in the number of alloys that can be made
.rE.. superplastic (1-71. The availability of this Fine grained metallic alloys are said to be

ever increasing number of superplastic alloys superplastic when they exhibit both high elonga-
is expected to produce an even more significant tions and high strain rate sensitivities. Typi-
explosion in the applications of superplasticity. cally the fine grains remain equiaxed in this

In spite of the rapid progress that has kind of deformation. These are the basic charac-
been made, a mechanism of superplasticity has teristics of superplastic flow. No single prop-
still not been identified. In particular, the erty or feature is sufficient to define super-

@1' exact cause of the high strain rate sensitivity plasticity. For example, metals which have high
which leads to superplasticity has not yet been elongations due to high rates of strain hardening
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•ICROSTRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS that each grain retains its identity throughout
the flow process. An alternate possibility is

GRAIN SWITCHING - It is well established that continuous recrystallization and grain
that grains remain equiaxed during superplastic growth occurs, thereby maintaining a fine equl-
flow. This fact ha led to the view that grains axed grain structure during deformation.
simply rearrange during deformation and retain The possibility that grain switching could
their overall shape. Support for this concept is occur by diffusional processes was studied by
found in several different SEN studies of super- Ashby and Verrall (221 who developed a model
plastic flow [19-21]. Surface grains are ob- based on observations of deformation of an oil
served to move relative to each other during emulsion. An oil emulsion consisting of "grains"
superplastic deformation suggesting a grain re- of oil separated by "grain boundaries" composed
arrangement deformation process. A limitation of a thin layer of detergent was deformed by
of this observation is that interior grains can- extruding a portion of the emulsion through a
not be studied directly. Figure 2 illustrates a die between two glass plates. The grains were
hypothetical grain structure in a thin sheet of observed to witch their neighbors in a manner
material which deforms by shear through the plane shown by Figure 3. This led Ashby and Verrall to
of the sheet. SEN studies are usually made by postulate a diffusional mechanism for this pro-
observing the surface of the sheet. The figure cess, also depicted in Figure 3. ie note that,
shows that sliding of grain arrays in the inter- unlike grains in a diffusional solid, oil drop-
ior of the sample could lead to "surface grains" lets are free to shear in their interiors. Thus
which are not subjected to the applied stress the shape changes observed in the grain switch-
and would not deform. These grains would act as Ing process may not have occurred by diffusion-
inert markers on the surface of the sample and al transport as assumed by Ashby and Verrall.
would move relative to each other during de- The observed deformation may have occurred by
formation. This could explain why some grains viscous flow in the interiors of the droplets.

" do not appear to deform in superplastic flow. The analog for this kind of deformation in
The figure suggests that a direct observation of crystalline solids is slip. Thus the grain
the plane containing the shear displacement svitching process directly observed by Ashby
(perpendicular to the usual viewing direction) and Verrall may have involved slip-like pro-
could provide more direct information about any ceases.
grain switching process that might occur. Ob- The diffusional model of grain switching
serving the surface of a round bar during torsion has been criticized on the grounds that symmetry
would be one way to accomplish this. is violated in the process envisioned. In the

Throughout this discussion we have assumed simplest case one imagines a two dimensional
that grain switching and grain rearrangement array of identical hexagonal grains. The four
occurs during superplastic flow. In the strict- grains shown in Figure 3(a) would be typical of
.st sense this implies that the number of grains the initial grain structurle. We note that
remains constant during superplastic flow and grains I and 2 are identical in size and shape

Fig. 2 - Schematic representations of deformatlon by grain rearrangement. Shading in used
to represent two different phases. Shear through the sheet produces "surface
trains" as shown

. .. .. .***~.*~. ..o.. . .- .. . . •.-
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would not qualify as superplastic materials, an inflection point In the stress-strain rate
,.-3-, S~llrlv, high strain rate sensltivicy alone is curves.

not sufficient to define superplasticity, since The three regimes of deformation can also
Inherent ductility is needed to achieve high be distIngulsed by their dependence on tempera-
elongations. To date all superplastic alloys ture and grain size. Typically, activation en-
contaln at least one metallic phase, implying ergies in regimes I and III are large, often
that deformability, which is an inherent feature about equal to those for lattice self diffusion
of setals, is required for superplastic flow. [11-12]. In regime Il smaller activation ener-

Typical superplastic flow characteristics gies, near those for grain boundary self diffu-
are shown in Figure I for Zn-22%A1 [8-91. The sion are comonly observed [12-13). When super-
figure shows both steady state flow stress and plasticity is found at high homologous tempera-
percentage e2ongation to failure as a function cures, as in the case of aluminum alloys, the
of imposed strain rate. The log 0-log L is gig- activation energy for flow in regime 11 is near

* moidal In nature and Is usually divided into that for lattice self diffusion [14].
three regimes (1, 11 and III). We note that the Deformation in regimes I and II depends

" maxINum elongations to failure coincide with strongly on grain size. This grain size depen-
regime II where the strain rate sensitivity, dence is usually expressed in a power law form
m-d(log o)/d(log 1). reaches a maximum value. This as L-d-P where the exponent p ranges between 2
Is expected on the grounds that neck growth is and 3 [11-13]. Generally an exponent of p-3 is
much more gradual when the strain rate sensitiv- found at low homologous temperatures whereas
ity is high [10]. p-2 is observed at higher temperatures (14].

These grain size dependencies are similar to
those for Coble creep and Nabarro-Herring creep,

Zn-2%-, .respectively. Stage III represents a power law
.--...4A _creep process and as such does not depend strong-

.2 5. ly on grain size.
2 ' The sigmoidal nature of the curves depends

oi-j2000 i'073 a critically on the existence of regime I with a
low strain rate sensitivity. This is a contro-

.23 versial aspect of superplastic flow, in part be-
cause unambiguous experiments are difficult to

ILOO conduct in this regime. At low strain rates and
long times grain growth can occur. This in turn
can cause the strain rate (at a fixed stress) to
fall. Such an effect could cause anomalously
low strain rate sensitivities to be observed in
regime 1 [151. Another source of error arises
from the difficulty of achieving steady state
flow at such low strain rates. Zn a creep test
the strain rate falls markedly with deformation

% even when the grain size is constant, due to
the effects of strain hardening. If the strain

2 to- rate is measured before steady state is reached.
b an anomalously high strain rate sensitivity would

-" be found (16). These opposing errors have been
the subject of considerable debate and- discuss-
ion [16-17]. However, the weight .Of evidence

. appears to support the view that the strain rate
sensitivity in regime I is indeed low as mndl-

0'4 0- 0,4 to'3 ,02 0'o- to to cated in Fig. 1 [18], and that the log 0t-log L
t Irelaton is basically sigmoidal. Many differ-

ent kinds of fine grained alloys exhibit this
Fig. I - Superplastic flow properties of Zn- kind of behavior.
22%A1 [8-91. (Courtesy of T. C. Langdon) Superplasticity is characterized by exten-

sive grain boundary sliding and grain rotation.
T h e o e t aThese processes and others allow the grains to".."The three regimes of deformation can be

characterized in a number of different ways. The remain equlaxed even though the sample as a
most obvious distinguishing feature is the strain whole undergoes extensive deformation. Grain

. rate sensitivity. Typically the strain rate boundary sliding itself cannot lead to large
sensitivity in regime 1I reaches a maximum value strains unless the sliding offsets are accoemo-
of about 0.5. In regimes I and In it falls to dated by other processes such as diffuslon or

% about 0.2, or less for some alloys. Although crystallographic slip. Just how theme accommo-
the log a-log d curves appear to be straight in dating processes occur is the central problem
regime 11, the corresponding elongation to fail- of superplasticity.
ure curves show that the maximum elongation

.% occurs at a single strain rate and this implies

- .-.".%
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Fie. 3 A diffusional mechanism for grain re-
arrangement proposed by Ashby and Verrall [22] 103 CRITICAL li INTERWEIATE STATE I*IFINAL

POSITION DuRING GRAIN STATE

and have identical surroundings. It follows
from symetry that these two grains must deform Fig. 4 - Grain shape changes associated with
In the same way. The sequence of grain shapes diffusional deformation. The grain switching
shown in the figure violates this requirement. process involves grain boundary migration
Spingarn and Nix [23] have analyzed the suggest- [24]
ed diffusional paths In detail and have shown
that the Ashby-Verrall process requires grain tic flow and that changes in crystallographic
boundary transport to occur in different direc- texture are produced [25-28]. It is often assum-
cions on opposite sides of the same boundary. ed implicitly that these processes can occur by
If grain boundary diffusion is driven by grad- grain boundary sliding with diffusional accommo-
ients in normal stresses, as usually assumed, dation although the need for slip has been recog-
then transport along a boundary cannot be diff- nized by some workers [26-28). Here we argue
erent on either side. that these processes can occur only if slip

Figure 4 shows the kinds of grain shape occurs in some of the grains.
changes that would occur if grain boundary sli- Figure 5 shows the consequences of deforms-

* ding and diffusion were the only processes
allowed to occur. This process was first de-
scribed by Lee [24]. Again a perfectly regular
array of hexagonal grains is envisioned. We l H-
note that each grain deforms in the same way

* (as required by symmetry) and that the grains J I
simply stretch out during deformation. At a

- strain of 0.55 triple junctions come together
to form an unstable configuration of grain (b)
boundaries. For a single phase material new (a)

* " triple junctions would be formed and grain
boundary migration would produce the final
grain configuration. The final state is the
seae as that produced by the Ashby-Verrall mech-
anism. We conclude that the grain switching
mechanism proposed by Ashby and Verrall would
not occur by grain boundary sliding and diffu- - W '
sion alone and that if these are the only pro-

cesses allowed, the Lee mechanism would be ob- ( )
served. Furthermore, the kinetics of flow would
be the same as for Coble creep under these con-
ditions.

GRAIN ROTATION AND TEXTURE CHANCES - It is Fig. 5 - Grain rotation by slip In adjoining
well known that grains rotate during superplas- grains

- - -a" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. .. ...---........ ' ... . .. .;,.,.-.,-. ...... ,..-....-. .......
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tion by slip on different planes in different any grain rotation that occurs must arise from
grains. In this simple example a pure shear slip within the grains. Since grain rotation
stress causes each grain to deform by slip on is such a central feature of superplasticity.
one set of planes. Figure 5(b) shows how the the present observation constitutes a proof
grains would deform if they were isolated from that slip must be involved in the superplastic
each other. The figure shows that the grains flow process.
must rotate with respect to each other to main- It may be possible to account for some grain

tain compatibility. This is the essence of rotation and changes in texture by grain boundary
grain rotation by slip and slip induced changes sliding and diffusion, provided that groups of
in crystallographic texture, grains deform and rotate as a whole [30-31]. Con-

As noted above, it is widely assumed that sider the grains shown in Figure 7. If sliding
grain rotations can occur as a result of grain is assumed to be easy on the grain boundaries
boundary sliding and diffusion alone. To in- depicted as solid lines and difficult on the dot-
vestigate this possibility consider the grain ted boundaries, then each array would deform by
shown in Figure 6 which rotates relative to its anisotropic grain boundary sliding. The shape of
neighbors. Obviously a simple rotation would each group of grains would be much like the
create gaps at the grain boundary and would shapes of the individual grains shown in Figure 5
cause some material to overlap as shown. These and again compatibility would cause some rotation
incompatibilities could be accommodated, however, to occur. However, this model does not explain
by diffusional flow along the boundary. We now how individual grains can rotate relative to
consider the possible driving forces for this their neighbors, a feature which is commonly ob-
rotation. Clearly such a process would occur served in superplasticity.
spontaneously if an internal moment or torque
were applied to the rotating grain. However, in
a polycrystalline solid subjected to external
forces no such internal moments are present. The
motion of any particular grain must be driven by
the tractions acting on its boundary. It is
possible to show that no net moment acts on a

grain subjected to boundary tractions, provided

an equilibrium stress state exists within the
grain -and no internal torques are present 129]. . ..
Thus no driving force for grain rotation by
diffusional processes exists. We conclude that

%I

Fig. 7 -Arrays of gra~ns capable of deforming
by "anisotropic" grain boundary sliding. Sliding

in assumed to be easy on the solid boundaries
and difficult on the dotted 5oundaries

MECHANISMS AND PHENOMENOLOCY OF SUPERPLASTIC
FLOW

Most previous approaches to superplasticity
have followed one of two different lines of

g thought. One is based on the assumption of a
i R o g e tdistinct mechanism f r stage 11 deformation,

neighbors. An internal torque is needed to characterized by es . The other is based an
cause this rotation the idea that a separate mechanism for super-

plasticity does not exist and that stage II

A. .
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deformation is the result of a transition in

flow behavior. Models of superplasticity leading REPRESENTATION
to a stress exponent of 2 [32-35) have been crit- SCHEMATIC

icized on the grounds that elastic singularities OF EXTENDED T4 T3 T2T /
associated with dislocation pile-ups (the cent- 15 REGION U
ral feature which leads to the stress exponent BY TEMPERATUR- /
of 2) are not stable when grain boundary diffu- C

sion Is allowed to occur (36]. Indeed, if grain COMPENSATION I

boundary diffusion is allowed to occur naturally, /
the singularity associated with the pile-up is
removed altogether and a linear stress dependence 7I O L

for flow is obtained. As a consequence the var- I
ious models of superplasticity based on the pile- O3 -Ogb I n.2
up. when corrected, do not predict a stress ex-
ponent of 2. These are some of the criticisms 10
that have been leveled at the models proposed
for stage II deformation. These objections and
others become moot if a separate mechanism of
superplastic flow does not exist. Below we ques- .
tion the existence of a separate mechanism for C
stage II flow and claim that the regime of high L I

strain rate sensitivity is the result of a trans- K0

ition in flow behavior involving both slip and <IT1T T4
diffusion. I2m5

Dividing the stress-strain rate curve into
three parts as shown in Figure 1 implies the ex-
istence of three distinct mechanisms of flow.

The shape of the curve places certain restric- n-5
tions on the flow mechanisms that are of imn/
portance in determining the underlying physical
processes involved. For example, the mechanisms
reponsible for regimes II and III must contri-

bute independently to the strain rate since the

faster of the two is the controlling process. 0 .0
Two additive processes such as slip and diffusion 0 10
would satisfy this requirement. Conversely, the tog (STRESS (arb. units))
mechanisms for regimes I and II must be linked
in such a way that the slower of the two con- Fig. 8 - Signoidal stress-strain relations for a
trols the strain rate. Grain boundary sliding hypothetical superplascic material. Normaliza-

.P accommodated by diffusion would satisfy this re- tion with respect tograin boundary diffusivity
quirement. In such a description grain boundary
sliding itself would have to be slow relative to causes all of the data for regime II to fall on

a common line
diffusion in regime I. This is difficult to un-

" derstand since boundaries which support rapid

diffusion would also be expected to slide easily. When the measured strain rates at different tam-

Although the extent of regime I is limited perstures are normalized with respect to the

by the intervention of regimes I and 11, there grain boundary diffusivity. all of the data for

is no reason in principle why it could not ex- regime I fall onto a common curve. In the pre-

";,"tend over many orders of magnitude of stress and sent example the stress exponent for flow in re-

strain rate. However, the regime of maximum gion II is taken to be 2. By normalizing in

strain rate sensitivity at one particular temp- this way we obtain a superplastic regime with a
erature usually extends over a limited range of strain rate sensitivity of 0.5 (a stress expon-
stress and strain rate, especially if the duc- ant of 2) over 9 orders of magnitude in normal-

tility curves are used as a guide. This implies ized strain rate. By comparison the extent of
that the regime of high strain rate sensitivity regime 1I at one temperature is limited to three

is merely an inflection point in the log a-log L orders of magnitude in strain rate. Figure 9

curve and that a separate mechanism for regime II shows this for the Zn-22A1 data presented in
is not required. Figure 1. Here the data are plotted in a nor-

Figure 8 shows how sigmoidal stress-strain malized fashion using an activation energy of
rate curves at different temperatures could be 12.1 kcal/mol (50.6 kJ/mol). This normalization
plotted to reveal an extended regime with a high does not greatly increase the extent of regime

strain rate sensitivity. We suppose that flow 11 because the testing temperatures were not
in regimes I and III is controlled by lattice widely different. However, the deviations from

diffusion (with an activation energy QL) and that regime II are clearly evident and they indicate
flow in regime 1I is governed by grain boundary the limited extent of the regime of high strain

diffusion (with an activation energ QbQL) " rate sensitivity. We conclude that the stress-

gb
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SUPERPLASTIC FLOW OF Zn-22%AI
(DATA OF MOHAMED, AHMED, & LANGDON)

10- A 423 K ObIPS
0 473 K Tr 'Co'

N 0 503 K
b m 0.5

1 -4  .. .-

Qz12.1 kcal/mol

..',10 0  101 10 2  103 10 4  10 5  106 1o7

" exp (Q/RT)
Fig. 9 - Superplastic flow properties of Zn-22%AI plotted in a normalized way. Deviations from a
strain rate sensitivity of 0.5 are seen at both high and low strain rates

strain rate relationship is basically sigmoidal rates the strain rate sensitivity is essentially
in nature and that a separate mechanism is not the same as that for the coarse grained material.
needed to describe the regime of high strain rate Here again we see that the presence of fine
sensitivity, grains causes a transition in flow behavior to

:1 Although the maximum strain rate sensitivity occur. This transition leads to a high strain
observed in superplasticity is often about 0.5,
this value is not unique. In some cases strain 10(
rate sensitivities much greater than 0.5 havebeen observed. For example, both aluminum and Cu-28%AJ-18%St-04%Co (uble shear

t tanium alloys have exhibited strain rate sen- T a 773 K
sitivities as high as 0.9 [3,37). Also, many 102- dMmrn Ior creep
materials show superplastic characteristics even , A c

when their maximum strain rate sensitivities are 35 0 0
less than 0.5. Thus the strain rate sensitivity 779 V V
of 0.5 does not seem to be a unique feature of 103 12.7 A a

superplasticity.
* Many fine grained metals and alloys exhibit

sigmoidal stress-strain rate relations even when
they are not classical superplastic materials. -7

This is shown in Figure 10 for a fine grained '1
.* copper alloy [381. Here the maximum strain rate

sensitivity is about 0.32. Another example is "lr'
shown in Figure 11 where the steady state flow
properties of an oxide dispersion strengthened
alloy, MA 754 (essentially Ni-2OZCr containing
a fine dispersion of Y0 1 ), are shown for two 10
widely different grain azes [39-40]. Because
of the presence of the oxide dispersion, the 46
stress exponent for flow in the coarse grained I07
material is very high, about 11. Extrapolation
of this data to high strain rates appears to co-
incide with the high strain rate data for the
fine grained material. This suggests a sig--e.** *

moidal relationship for flow of the fine grained 1.0 00 3-e
material, with a maximum strai rate sensitivity T (MN m "

)
of about 0.30. Like classical superplastic
materials, the fine grained HA 754 shows a maxi- Fig. 10 - Flow properties of a quasi-single phase

mum elongation when the strain rate sensitivity copper alloy showing superplasticity as a tranai-
reaches its maximum value. At very low strain tion in flow behavior [38) (courtesy T. G. Langdon)
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10 3 naturally to a transitional model for super-
FW-"ET"OplastMcAty which is described in the next sec--,':FLOW PROPERTIES OF MVA 754 tion.f 1273 K

101 TRANSITIO:4AL MODEL FOR SU! E RPLST2CITY

o /01 art 141] was the first to propoae that high
strain rate sensitivities leading to superplasti-

FINE GRAINS o city could be explained as a transition in flow
0000.7 m Oo behavior caused by a relaxation process. In his(.ATA 0 phenomenological treatment, grain boundary slid-

w GREGORY) Ing was assumed to be the relaxation process
- which causes a transition in power law creep be-<10-

Y)10 havior. Later work by Crossman and Ashby (42]

0o showed that transitions of this kind are ex-
- tremely narrow. They would be much too narrow

. / to account for superplasticity. More recently
107

5  
0 this concept was expressed in a different way by
./ ChOSh and Raj (43] who pointed out that transi-

0 COARSE GRAINS tions in flow behavior would occur naturally in
'O0fine grained materials by slip and diffusion if

100 (DATA OF a distribution of grain sizes is present or if
0 the different phaseL have different diffusional

o STEPHENS) or power law creep properties. This approach,
0 which was studied further by Gregory [44] apears

10-9 / to be an attractive way to account for the sig-

-- 102moidal nature of the stress-strain rate rela-
-STRESS (MP) tions found for fine grained metals.

In the interest of brevity only a brief de-
scription of the Ghosh-Raj model is given here.

Fig. 11 - Steady state flow properties of MA 754 The predictions of the model discussed here are
in both fine grained and coarse grained condi- illustrated graphically in Figure 12. We con-
tions. A transition in flow behavior is evident sider the flow properties of an alloy composed
in the fine grained data. (Data courtesy of of two phases, a and 6 . Following Ghosh and
J. K. Gregory (39] and J. J. Stephens (40]) Raj we assume that both phases deform at the

same rate (the overall strain rate) and that the
overall stress is given by

rate sensitivity and high elongation at inter-
mediate strain rates. Again we note that a Q a % o
strain rate sensitivity of 0.5 does not appear where f and f, are the volume fractions and a

to be unique to superplastic flow. and ae are the flow stresses in the two phases.
It is interesting to compare the Coble To make the discussion explicit we assume that

creep rate with the strain rates in the transi- f - 0.7 and f8 - 0.3. The flow properties of
tion regime in Figure 11. For a stress of 100 t€e individual phases are shown by the dashed
M--.a the Coble creep rate at 1273 K for Ni-2OZCr lines in Figure 12. Each curve shows a power
with a grain size of 0.7 Um is about 10-1 s-

l . law regime (n - 5) at high stresses and strain
This appears to coincide with the transition and rates and a diffusional creep regime (n - 1) at
It suggests that the transition in flow behavior low stresses and strain rates. For purposes of
is caused by a diffusional relaxation. Further illustration we suppose that when both phases
evidence for the role of diffusion in this deform by power law creep, the a phase is three
transition is provided by the observation that times stronger than the 6 phase (at the same
the activation energy for flow in this regime is strain rate). Also, w, iuppose that the grain
usually the same as that for either grain bound- boundary diffusivities and grain sizes are such
ary or lattice diffusion (14]. The observed that the diffusional creep rate for the a phase
rate of flow at the lowest stress is at least is three orders of magnitude faster than that
four orders of magnitude less than the Coble for the 8 phase.

" creep rate. This discrepancy juggests that dif- Under the above assumptions the flow prop-

" .fusional creep is inhibited at low stresses, al- erties of the two phase alloy are given by the
though the cause of this inhibition has not been solid curve in Figure 12. At very high strain
found. rates both phases deform by power law creep and

We have seen that the stress-strain rate the overall flow stress falls between that for
relationship for many fine grained metals and the two phases. At lower strain rates, diffu-
alloys is sigmoidal in nature and that the re- sional flow begins to occur in the a phase and
gime of high strain rate sensitivity results this causes a transition in the overall flow be-
from a transition in flow behavior caused by a hsvior. At one point in the transition the flow
diffusional relaxation. These findings lead strengths of a and B coincide and are equal to

~~~~~~~~~~~... . .. .. "- ". . . .- ., . . ,. , ,' ,,, _ ",'.. -. ..--..... '
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solid would exhibit a linear stress dependence

10 for flow. This regime of purely diffusional
TRANSITIONAL MOOEL /flow is not observed. This represents one of

FOR 5IPERPLASTICITY / he major limitations of the transitional model
1072-for superplastc flow. At present it is not

10"2 -f3 possible to understand how diffusion could give
05 ~rise to the transition and not also produce a

diffusional deformation regime at low strain
rates. This is especially difficult to under-

1
3
_ t, 0.7 stand for quasi-single phase alloys in which

/diffusional flow is Inhibited at low stresses
f 0.3 and strain rates.

3E It should be noted that the transitional

0 7 
4 -  

,"/ model for superplastic flow does not indicate
- , how the grain structure remains equiaxed during

w superplastic flow. This too remains as an un-
. ./ solved problem.

10"51
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